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Unhealthy Landscapes: 
Case study of deforestation and malaria

#prescribeNature

● Biting rates and larval abundance of malaria-
transmitting mosquitos (Anopheles darlingi) strongly 
correlated to levels of deforestation (Vittor et al. 2006 & 9)

● For every 1% of deforestation, the incidence rate of 
malaria increased by 11%  (Olson et al. 2010)

● Disease prevention must address root causes of 
disease emergence or resurgence

● Attention to land use as a primary driver of zoonotic 
disease outbreaks ...before 1st human case detected 

● Protecting nature protects human health
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Land use-induced Spillover (LUIS)

#prescribeNature

Pandemics start with an infected reservoir host (stressed wild animal) on a landscape but 
must also involve shedding, spillover, and spread 

Land use change may be the most important trigger for this cascade 
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Figure: 

Reaser et al. 2021 

Conservation Letters: 

e12869



Pathogens: Naturally Circulate in Wildlife Populations

#prescribeNature

● Microbes (e.g., viruses) that can be transmitted from 
animals to humans are called zoonotic pathogens

● Zoonotic pathogens often have an ancient and 
benign relationship with their reservoir animal hosts 

● These pathogens naturally circulate in reservoir host 
populations with dynamic and fluctuating levels of 
infection 

● Biotic and abiotic stressors can increase prevalence 
(proportion of hosts infected) and shedding 
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Pathogens must be released from the reservoir, often 
through shedding in feces or urine 

#prescribeNature

● To cause disease in another species, 
zoonotic pathogens must exit the host

● The mode of release usually determines 
the route of transmission for e.g.,
○ bite by infected animal
○ a vector bite (e.g., a tick) for vector-

borne transmission
○ shedding in feces or urine
○ release through slaughter
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Spillover: Pathogen Transmission Between Species

#prescribeNature

● Zoonotic spillover requires humans to 
contact the pathogen e.g., through 
contact with the host or excreta

● The recipient host needs to receive a 
sufficient dose of the pathogen

● The pathogen needs to be compatible 
with the new host
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Spread Among Humans

#prescribeNature

● Epidemics and pandemics require 
human to human pathogen spread

● Spread requires that the pathogen 
can be efficiently transmitted from 
human-to-human
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The Domino Effect

#prescribeNature
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Figure: 

Reaser et al. 2021 

Conservation Letters: 

e12869



Land use-induced spillover; landscape immunity

#prescribeNature

The pandemic can be arrested in the early stages with:

● Landscape immunity = the ecological conditions that 
prevent high levels of infection and shedding (e.g., reduce 
stressors)

● Reduced wildlife-human proximity = reduce the contact 
that leads to spillover (e.g., stop fragmenting intact habitat, 
reduce roads that bring humans into wildlife habitat)

● Ecological countermeasures = targeted landscape-based 
interventions that arrest land use-induced spillover 
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Ecological Countermeasures

#prescribeNature
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Figure: Reaser et al. 2021. Restoration Ecology: e13357



Policy Implications/Opportunities

#prescribeNature

● One Health is a collaborative, multi-sectoral, 
transdisciplinary approach - working at local, 
regional, national, and global levels - with the goal  
of achieving optimal  health outcomes recognizing 
the interconnection between people, animals, 
plants, and their shared environment. (CDC)

● The Global Health Security Agenda (GHSA)
● Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
● The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
● UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration 
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Policy Implications/Opportunities

#prescribeNature

● From reactive to proactive governance
● Institutionalize environmental health as 

foundation for human health
● Rooting national security in env. security
● Inter-Agency One Health frameworks
● One Health senior leadership positions
● One Health in PD/performance criteria
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Policy Implications/Opportunities

#prescribeNature

● Human health is dependent on environmental 
health =  the resilience and regeneration of 
ecological systems of all types and geographies

● Investments in biodiversity conservation and 
ecological restoration are investments in human 
health 

● To prevent the next pandemic, we must prioritize 
the protection and restoration of Nature. 

● We must prescribe Nature!
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#prescribeNature
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